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The first fiscal year has gotten off to a good start.
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TRANSFORM 2016 Progress
Realizing sustainable profit growth
By focusing our efforts on corporate resources in segments
that show promise for growth, we leverage coherent
“genre-top” strategies to establish a higher position in the
global market. To this end, in order to succeed with both
maximizing earnings in existing businesses and “transforming”
our business portfolio to achieve next-generation growth, we
have established three phases for each business as part of our
systematic growth scenario (see diagram).
In Phase 0, we will reinforce the earning power of profit
engines in existing businesses. Phase 1 will focus on
transforming our business portfolio with a view to achieving
results in fiscal 2016, the last year of our Medium-Term

Business Plan. In Phase 2, by fiscal 2016 we will complete the
preparations for creating new growth engines that will
strengthen business in fiscal 2017 and 2018. Pursuing these
three phases concurrently constitutes Konica Minolta’s
TRANSFORM initiative.
The 3 Phases for transforming our business portfolio

Phase 0
The existing growth
engine itself

Phase 1
The business portfolio
transformation that will
produce definite results
by FY2016

Phase 2
The business portfolio
transformation that will be
on the mark by FY2016 and
contribute to business in
FY2017-2018

Transform into a customer-centric company
To create services and solutions to address the issues faced
by our customers and society, it is critical that we establish a
customer-focused approach based on our management
philosophy of “the creation of new value.” To this end, in fiscal
2014 we focused on building a customer-centric corporate

climate and business structure as One Konica Minolta. Part of
this involved establishing Business Innovation Centers (the
BICs) in 5 key regional markets. In fiscal 2015, we will work
even more closely with customers to provide solutions from
processes further upstream. We are also creating new
services together with customers through these BICs.

Establishing a strong corporate structure
With an eye to achieving sturdy production operations, we will
be conducting fundamental streamlining of production
activities through efforts including Group-wide purchasing,
more extensive automation in manufacturing processes, and
coordination between design and production using
groundbreaking ICT. One effort made in fiscal 2014 towards

this end was shifting “digital manufacturing” into full gear at our
production site in Malaysia.
We also undertook corporate reform and refined Group
management to be in line with what the world expects of a
global company, in addition to enhancing profitability by
optimizing our cost structure.
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Roadmap for growth in each business segment

Phase 0

Phase 1

Phase 2

Maximize color PV
Office Services

OPS/GMA

Penetrate hybrid-type sales

Solutions by industry type and
business category

Start providing MCS globally

(Growth not dependent on PV)

A3 color next-generation engine

New-generation office/platform

Maximize color PV
Commercial and
Industrial Printing

MPP flagship model

Make full-scale entry into HPP with KM-1

MPM global system

Increase high added value by deploying MMS

Enter digital marketing domain

Textile printers

Tie-up with MGI

Expand domain into label printing, etc.

High-value-added model with modality + service
Healthcare

Optical Systems
for Industrial Use

Performance
Materials

DR

Diagnostic ultrasound systems

Enhance sophistication of diagnostics

Medical IT services

Regional partnerships, at-home solutions

Light-source measuring instruments

Expand measuring instruments domain

Digital manufacturing

Lenses for industrial and professional use
BD pickup lenses for game consoles

Expand optical systems domain
• Projector domain
• Automotive optical systems

TAC film

New functional film for displays

New functional film and materials business

Window film

OLED lighting
New business starting from BIC

Companywide

Full-scale implementation of a next-generation production system on the concept of
digital manufacturing begins in Malaysia
In fiscal 2014, Konica Minolta began full-scale operation of a next-generation production system based on the
concept of digital manufacturing at Konica Minolta Business Technologies (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd., a Konica Minolta
production site in Malaysia.
Through a combination of cutting-edge ICT and automation technologies, the plant's production processes
achieve dramatic efficiency improvements over conventional production workflows. In addition to automating
operations previously performed by human hands, we have also achieved a management cockpit that uses ICT,
allowing our managers to make and act on decisions concerning production with more speed and accuracy. We
ultimately aim to achieve a production system whose success is not affected by change involving people, place, or
country. Initiatives currently being conducted in Malaysia are a pioneering example of our worldwide business
expansion going forward, which is aimed at reinforcing competitiveness throughout the Group. Furthermore, we hope
to continue increasing production efficiency in society at large by offering customers and business partners the
knowledge and expertise we have accumulated through these endeavors.
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